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Fengersfors 2020.05.06 

There are plants that can do things humans cannot. 
Plants, that absorb toxic substances from the ground. 
Bring them up, collect them in a place where they 
can be dealt with. What if plants could be invited as 
collaborators, what if they could support us with their 
skills?

So there is this mill. A mill among other mills, deep 
in the forest. Here we are. A lot of things still 
remain, even though its been more than fifty years 
since the machines stopped. The machines are still 
standing, at least most of them. The paper piles too. 
The bookkeepers working desk, and stamps that 
addressed the goods worldwide: Fengersfors - Tel 
Aviv, Fengersfors - Istanbul, Fengersfors - Alexandria. 
What also remain, are the toxins in the ground. 

Through the decades, water brought metalloids slowly 
downwards, to the nearby lake. Accumulating there, 
slowly, mostly in the perch. There are less insects in 
the slopes. There are less birds. At least, that is what 
the reports say.  And the fish should not be eaten.

So. It could be that the toxic remains should all just 
be cleaned away now? Removed, covered over, tidied. 
 
Or could they become something else?     

We imagine how this could be a landscape where you 
could watch new processes unfold. See how plants 
are brought in, working in a remediation process 
of the landscape. This could be a landscape where 
there was also art in it. Just like one more species, 
living side by side with plants and other creatures. 
Here and there, some objects. Maybe large ones. 
Maybe many tiny ones, side by side. Maybe on the 
ground, or maybe in the water. Not like it needed 
to be explained, all of it. It could just be. It could be 
something you could explore. Just on your own for 
once, without clear directions. Maybe the art would 
be like a language, that was able to talk very directly 
about the place and its memories.  
 
With this application, we hope to start a process 
where such a landscape could start to unfold. A 
landscape where the remediation of toxic remains 
from the past would also be part of a narrative 
pointing to the future. 

Ylva Frid,
project coordinator Not Quite  

 
Cordula Bielenstein-Morich, 

artist Not Quite 

FORMAS: GESTALTAD LIVSMILJÖ - ARKITEKTUR, FORM, DEISGN, KONST 
OCH KULTURARV I OFFENTLIG MILJÖ. 
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 Floating ceramic object. 
Cordula Bielenstein-Morich. 

Fengersfors 2019.
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Introduction 
This project aims to develop innovative methods for 
healing polluted heritage sites by combining art and 
science in a way that also creates new public space. The 
project specifically addresses industrial heritage in rural 
locations - places facing particular threats for demolition 
due to lack of resources and adequate planning 
strategies. 

During the industrialization of Sweden a large number of 
industrial sites were developed across Sweden, often in 
rural areas. Many of these sites have an “environmental 
debt” in the shape of pollutants hidden in the ground. 
In urban contexts such pollution is typically remediated 
with the traditional method of excavation, suitable for 
complete regeneration of an area and possible to afford 
within large scale housing developments. In rural areas 
however, where old industrial sites have often become 
resources for the establishment of new types of actors, 
for example in the arts and tourism, such large scale and 
invasive methods are both impossible and undesirable 
- they are too expensive and they risk destroying the 
values  of these sites that current occupants often build 
on. 

The Swedish Environmental Protection Agency has 
recently made a call for the need to develop more 
resource efficient and place-oriented methods. A key 
reason is that the cost of traditional restoration slows 
down the progress to reach Sweden’s environmental 
Generation target - Toxic free environment. A promising 
method is so called Phytoremediation - the use of plants 
to extract toxic substances from the ground. Plants 
are grown on polluted ground and when the plants are 
harvested the toxic material can be separated out and 
handled. The method is cost efficient and sensitive, 
albeit slower, which makes it especially suitable for 
cultural heritage related contexts and public spaces. An 
unexplored potential is the possibility to combine the 
method with an artistic process - to use the plants as a 
growing artistic material to bring new aesthetic qualities 
to public spaces in need of remediation. That is, to 
combine the plants’ work to heal with their potential to 
become art. Further, in doing this it is also possible to 
actively highlight pollution as a neglected dimension of 
industrial heritage. To realize these potentials a cross-
sectoral process where art, design and science collaborate 
is required. 

KEY WORDS:  
RURAL DEVELOPMENT, PUBLIC SPACE, HERITAGE, INDUSTRIAL HERITAGE, 
PHYTOREMEDIATION, HERITAGE NARRATIVES, ART INTEGRATION
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Aikaterini Synapalou & Panagiota Tsigkaropoulou | Gasverket-Between past and future tenses | MA Thesis SUPD - KTH Stockholm  

Modernization
Gas from oil

Ropsten station Oil crisis & decline End of production Housing development

1950 1965 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010 2011 2013

Timeline sources: http://digitalastadsmuseet.stockholm.se/fotoweb/, http://www.filmarkivet.se/movies/en-gasfilm/, https://kartor.eniro.se/m/IRs3d

Phytoremediation techniques

Phytohydraulics

(hydraulic barrier)
Plants prevent the
migration of pollutants 
by creating an upward 
groundwater flow.

Phytoextraction
Plant extracts and 
stores contaminants
into harvested tissue 
for removal.

Rhizofiltration 
(constructed wetland)
Roots and soil filter 
water.

Phytodegradation
Plant destroys 
contaminants.

Phytoremediation plant catalogue suitable for Swedish climate

4/10

Healing heritage - 
project description
In a research-based demonstration project, tied to 
Fengersfors paper mill, this project will investigate how soil 
pollutants can be dealt with in a process that integrates 
art and showcase of heritage values. The project is a 
cross-sectoral collaboration aiming to enrich public spaces 
in a rural location. Researchers from RISE with expertise 
in horticulture and environmental science will collaborate 
with an artist, architect and planner to develop a concept 
for how phytoremediation can be used to solve the 
problem of toxic remains in a way that adds new values to 
the site.

Project owner is the artist collective Not Quite, active 
at Fengersfors mill since 2002. The mill has developed 
into an important part of Dalsland’s infrastructure for 
culture through a combination of workplaces and studios 
for active artists, and outward-looking activities with 
exhibitions and cultural events. The mill also holds high 
heritage values but lacks any formal protection. Since 
2018, Not Quite runs “The New Mill Town” - a process 
initiated to find a new long-term ownership of the estate. 
Managing the occurrence of soil contaminations is one 
of the breaking issues for the process, just as for many 
other sites with similar ambitions.

By creating examples of how these challenges can be 
addressed in a way that contributes to the site, the 
ambition is to support dynamic regenerative processes 
elsewhere. The project has focus on the conditions for 
developing dynamic public space in rural locations.

Phytoremediation principles. 
From master thesis work by Aikaterini 
Synapalou
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Project team  

Jenny Lööf   
RISE 
Project manager with focus on 
knowledge transfer and collaboration, 
in relation to innovation and urban 
development.

Björn Ekelund  
WARM IN THE WINTER 
Planner and Architect SAR/MSA and 
Senior Lecturer LTU and partner of 
Warm in the Winter.

Marcus Jahnke  
URBAN FUTURES
Design researcher PhD in the area 
of design and artistic intervention. 
Director of Urban Future from august 
2020. Collaborates with Not Quite 
on setting up a platform for rural 
innovations. 

Ylva Frid  
NOT QUITE
Architect SAR/MSA with focus on 
conservation and transformation.  
Project coordinator at Not Quite 
for “The new mill town” process

Cordula Bielenstein-Morich 
NOT QUITE 
Sculptor and ceramicist, working with 
large scale ceramic objects often 
placed outdoors. 

Fredrik Fogelberg  
RISE 
Dr Agronomy 
Employed as researcher RISE AB, 
Uppsala. Expert in plants for special 
puropses 

Aikaterini Synapalou 
WARM IN THE WINTER
Architect and urban designer 
with previous experience of 
phytoremediation design 

Kristina Mjöfors  
RISE 
Doctor of soil science and MSc 
in physical geography. Focus on 
environmental emissions from 
agriculture as well as soil and 
groundwater contamination. 

Art, science, architecture and physical planning 
brought together
into a multidisciplinary collaboration team.
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Project outline 
The process is a combined artistic and scientific process 
where artists, designers and scientists work together at critical 
junctions in the process, and work separately to achieve their 
respective specialist tasks between these junctions. 

Fall 2020
First junction - Establishment of the project on location at the 
Fengersfors site, including presentations and investigations 
of the pollution situation; artistic, spatial and heritage related 
values and potentials on site; and both tacit and explicit 
knowledge that the different actors bring to the project. 
Scientists/researchers lead a technical survey of ground/soil to 
establish  base-line levels of pollution in the ground
Artist and designer develop the artistic concept. 

Winter 2021
Second junction - Results of the survey, the developed art 
concept and related plans are studied and developed further 
together to narrow down to a concept that the artist, planners 
and researchers can refine. .
Continued refinement of plans.,

Spring and summer 2021
Third junction - The first generation of the plants and the 
combined artwork is planted and arranged as an open event.
A survey of effects and response among visitors is conducted 
during summer.

Fall 2021
A small first batch of the plants will be harvested and analysed 
to verify if the method is working from a technical perspective.
Fourth Junction - Cross-sectoral evaluation on site of the first 
season, including evaluation of remediation potential, public 
response, the cross-sectoral collaboration.
Planning for the second season is initiated, including the need 
adjust and complement plats and develop the second iteration 
of the art work

Winter 2022 - fall 2024
The process above is repeated, with partial harvesting for 
testing,supplement planting,, adaptation of plants and other 
material that make of the evolving work of art and evaluations. 
Also the process of investigating the cross-sectoral collaboration 
and exchange of knowledge is continued at junction seminars, 
including study visits to labs and studios. During 2024 the report 
is written  and in the fall a dissemination activity is conducted. 

Catalogue of phytoremediation plats 
suitable for Swedish climate. 
Aikaterini Synapalou, 2017
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Modernization
Gas from oil

Ropsten station Oil crisis & decline End of production Housing development
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Timeline sources: http://digitalastadsmuseet.stockholm.se/fotoweb/, http://www.filmarkivet.se/movies/en-gasfilm/, https://kartor.eniro.se/m/IRs3d
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groundwater flow.
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Ceramic objects by Cordula Bielen-
stein Morich, Fengersfors. 
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2017 contamination level >MKM

Handling of contaminated soil

Phase I
       natural

Soil remediation timeline

Phytoremediation landscape typology
Evolution of a plot

1. Birch tree-elongate 2. Reed-hide 3. Sunflower-color 4. Low diverse vegetation-color, scent & view 5. Willow tree-shelter

Barges with phytoremediation of contaminated soil
soil capacity: 135m3 soil capacity: 180m3 water purification barge

5/10
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action:

result: 

project 
disciplines: 

Mapping. Site 
anlysis, background 
research

Integration of 
remediation 
proposal into site 
plan

Refining of 
remediation 
proposal  
 
Adjustment to site 
conditions 

Common presentation
Feedback

Prototype 1 
1:1 landscape intervention,
realisation on site 

Common presentation  
/ workshop  
Modelling a prototype

Field trip  
Site visit, workshops 

Environmental 
investigation & lab 
tests 

Sketching / 
conversations / 
investigations

Draft of site plan 

Site plan, analysis, 
sketch of visitors 
path 

Draft of remediation 
proposal  

Possible methods, 
catalogue of plants 
to use, spots to 
clean .... 

Site plan Remediation 
proposal  

Ceramic 
objects 

Sketches 

notes, drawings, 
thoughts... 

SPATIAL PLANNING RESEARCHERS 
ENVIRONMENT / PHYTO

ART 

Sketch of workflow 

result: 

action:

result:

Refining of 
sketches
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Potential project 
benefits 
Reducing development obstacles for rural heritage sites 
There is a wide range of former industrial sites that today 
are used for other purposes, small-scale businesses, art 
and exhibition centres or museums. However, a major 
drawback is the general contamination of the sites 
as a result of the former industrial era. Heavy metals, 
metalloids, aromatic compounds et cetera are frequent in 
soil. Thus, to be able to use the sites for public purposes, 
easy non-destructive methods such as phytoremediation 
would be beneficial for a sustainable re-use.

Our project will serve as a case study where we combine 
scientific-technical methods with an artistic approach to 
gain a transformation and control on contaminants while 
the public, the visitors and staff of the site experience an 
attractive environment.

Our ambition is that this new approach on how science 
and art collaborate to solve and disclose a common 
man-made problem with polluted areas can result in 
further re-use of vacant or underused areas that today 
mainly are considered as “impossible” for further public 
use. Stakeholders /future users may be private or public 
actors, hesitating on the risk and cost associated with the 
potential discovery of ground pollution when overtaking a 
former industrial property. 

Addressing rural public space 
The project aims at contributing to the creation of more 
realized examples of dynamic and resilient development 
in rural areas. Since all mechanisms of planning and 
economy are drastically different in rural areas than in 
the cities, other strategies are required. In this project, 
we will develop  a model for direct collaboration between 
a local art stakeholder and academic experts, using the 
main challenge at site - the need for remediation - as 
a generator for creating new public space. Addressing 
rural public space as a typology of its own is a critical 
approach to current planning practice, bringing in more 
diverse perspectives. 

Bringing sensitive remediation technology into everyday 
practice 
The technology of phytoremediation has been well 
researched scientifically with proven efficiency under right 
conditions. But the implemented cases are very few, if 
any, in Sweden, and there are few active practitioners 
in planning and/or implementation. In order to achieve 
added values and use the plants as part of a green public 
space, the design methods linked to this typology needs 
to be in state of the art.The team for this project includes 
scientists as well as practitioning architects. The ambition 
is to create a common learning environment that brings 
the knowledge into everyday use, so that it can move 
from edge technology to common practice. This might 
positively contribute to the societal goals of Toxic Free 
Environment and the goals for relevant and accessible 
cultural heritage, as well as creating new types of outdoor 
public spots. 

Aikaterini Synapalou & Panagiota Tsigkaropoulou | Gasverket-Between past and future tenses | MA Thesis SUPD - KTH Stockholm  

Diploma Design Degree Project
MA THESIS SUSTAINABLE URBAN PLANNING AND DESIGN
Team: Aikaterini Synapalou, Panagiota Tsigkaropoulou

GASVERKET 
between past and future tenses

 . Reinventing Gasverket as 
a micro-industrial productive landscape .

. Stockholm, Sweden .

  Stockholm is a post-industrial city. Industrial spaces 
are substituted by housing and cultural uses. Manual jobs are 
lost, the areas are upgraded, housing prices may increase and 
lower incomes move out. Gasverket, in Hjorthagen, is not an 
exception. Since 2011, housing development has started in the 
inactive industrial space. The municipality’s plans are to make 
an international cultural hub in the gasworks, polishing the past 
by idealizing the industrial scenery. Our project is an alternative 
idea about the area.
Our vision focuses on the “repair, reinvent and reuse” princi-
ples of circular economy, creating an area where small scale 
industries and housing are mixed. Our proposal is not a fast 
development but one that lets the past get healed. The past 
is not forgotten or substituted and becomes a useful resource 
for the future. Before, Gasverket was dominating the area both 
physically with its architecture, volume and operation, polluting 
the area but also providing employment.  In our vision Gasver-
ket will be again a landmark, an innovative sustainable model 
showing a different way of life, increasing the employment  of 
people of different expertise, income and backgrounds, and  
having a positive impact on the environment. Our vision will be 
implemented in different phases where the area is going to fill 
with new activities step by step based on the natural remedi-
ation of the polluted soil. 
Our key principles are: cleaning the pollution through phytore-
mediation, promoting diverse employment, supporting smaller 
scale industries, affordable housing, adaptive re-use of the 
industrial past, and interweaving the industrial, residential and 
social space together.

Industrial past

Post-industrial present

Micro-industrial future

1/10
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Illustrations of phytoremediation as 
part of heritage development. 
Aikaterini Synapalou, 2017
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1. Fengersfors paper mill 

2. Waste dump 

3. Mesa deposit 

4. Paper dump 

5. Lake Ärr 

2

2

1

3

3

2

1

3

4

5

Project area - map

In the inital field trips, the project team will visit and 
anlyse the paper mill area and its surrounding landscape. 
During the period when paper production was active, 
waste material from the factory was distributed in a 
large  around the actual mill. Today, the nearby lake Ärr is 
contaminated with heavy metals due to leakage from the 
mill and waste dump. 
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Markanlys & utformning av 
saneringsmetod  

Detta projekt kommer att avgränsas till markföroreningarna av metaller och då de 
belägna i den översta halvmetern i marken. Detta för att det är här största delen av 
växternas rötter kommer ta upp föroreningar.  

En förstudie av området runt Fengersfors-Knarrbyn utfördes av Liljemark Consulting AB 
under hösten 2019. Förstudien visar på förhöjda halter av markföroreningar (metaller, 
alifater och PAH) i området. Ett område, bruksområdet, påvisade högre halter än övriga 
områden. Medelhalterna för ämnena barium, koppar, bly, alifater och PAH överskrider 
det generella riktvärdet för KM (känslig markanvändning) men understiger MKM (mindre 
känslig markanvändning). Dock överskrides riktvärdet för MKM i enskilda punkter. 
Naturvårdsverkets generella riktvärden för förorenad mark anger den föroreningshalt 
under vilken risken för negativa effekter på människor, miljö eller naturresurser normalt 
är acceptabel i efterbehandlingssammanhang. Området utgörs huvudsakligen av 
industrimark, motsvarande ett MKM-område, dock finns ett bostadshus i södra delen av 
bruksområdet. Det förekommer även odling i anslutning till delar av området samt café-
verksamhet mm vilket är en mer känslig markanvändning (KM).

Ett område inom bruksområdet (cirka 0,5 ha) kommer välja ut för projektet. Inom 
detta område görs en systematisk markprovtagning (enligt NV, rapport 5888) ner 
till 0,5 meters djup. Markprovtagningen kommer utföras med en borrbandvagn med 
skruvborr och ca 50 prov kommer uttas för analys. Analyssvaren kommer ange markens 
föroreningsnivå innan fytoremendering.
I området kommer sedan vaskulära växter planteras i konstnärlig utformning med syfte 
att optimera fytoremendering och ge en konstnärlig upplevelse av området. Växterna 
kommer på hösten skördas eller delar av växten uttas för analys av föroreningar i 
växten (endast organiskt material ovan jord tas för att hindra kontaminering av jorden). 
Utifrån halterna i växterna och mängden biomassa kan uppskattningar göras av hur 
mycket föroreningarna i marken minskat. För att kontrollera halterna mot växter som 
inte växter på förorenad mark kommer samma växter planteras i närliggande område 
utan föroreningar. Perenna växter skördas varje år, medan delar av vedväxter uttas vid 
projektets slut. Biomassan kommer hanteras som avfall och hanteras enligt kommunens 
bestämmelser och förordningar.
 
Tidsplanering
Höst 2020- Markundersökning
Vinter 2021- planering av odling
Vår- plantering
Höst 2021- Skörd av perenna växter- analys av metallinnehåll
Vår 2022- komplettering av plantering
Höst 2022- skörd av perenna växter- analys av metallinehåll
Vår 2023- komplettering av plantering
Höst 2023- Skörd av perenna växter och vedartade växter- analys av metallinnehåll
Höst 2023- utvärdering av resultat

TEKNISK BESKRIVNING, KRISTINA MJÖFORS 
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Documentation & 
communication 
It is important to disseminate the results to stakeholders 
such as owners of historical industrial sites, local 
organisations, researchers, county governors and 
communes. The project will be continuosly logged and 
documented with interviews, photographies and report.  
Channels for spreading the project: 

+ Nordic Association of Agricultural Science, NJF
As the industrial sites are common in all Nordic-Baltic 
countries and these countries also have a lot of cultural 
expressions in common, we will use NJF as a main partner 
for organising a final seminar/workshop in autumn 2024 
and also carry out small one-day activities each year for 
local stakeholders. The conference report of 2024 and the 
documentations of the annual seminars will be the project 
report for the phytoremediation team.

+Trans Europe Halles autumn conference 2022, organized 
in Fengersfors by Not Quite. The project will be presented 
for an audience of art communities located in post-
industral buildings across Europe. 

+The development of the project will be displayed on 
the web site of The new mill town project as well as in 
attached social medias. 

+ Report / hand book
A comprehensible guide for dealing with juridical and 
practical aspects of ground pollution / phytoremediation. 
Project report will be published at Urban Futures report 
bank .

+ Seminars and tours, Fengersfors 
Guided tours and events open for public 

Illustration from the book “Performative streetscapes”. Björn Ekelund, 
Warm in the Winter. 
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About “The New Mill Town” 

“The New Mill Town” is a locally driven initiative aiming 
to understand and sustain the unusually positive 
development in the small rural Swedish town of 
Fengersfors. 

Fengersfors is a traditional old mill town centered around 
a mill originally built in the 1700s and, like so many others, 
closed in the 1970s. However, unlike most other old mill 
towns, Fengersfors has continued to thrive. During the 
past 18 years the privately owned premises of the mill 
has been home to artist cooperative Not Quite with over 
60 professional artists, and over 30.000 annual visitors 
to exhibitions, workshops, concerts, opera, restaurant, 
bakery and food festivals. 

The development of Fengersfors is culturally driven 
but goes beyond the arts: the population of just over 
500 people is slowly on the rise, the number of small 
businesses is extraordinarily high, and basic services are 
relatively intact. 

With “The New Mill Town” initiative, the artist collective 
Not Quite works since 2018 together with local 
associations, public institutions, businesses and 
universities to understand how Fengersfors has managed 
the transfer from “old” to “new” and lay the foundation 
for a resilient future of culturally driven rural development.
How can places like Fengersfors keep combining creativity 
with sustainability and continuous learning? The first step 
is to collectively buy the mill itself.

The process is now run with support from the regional 
board and in close collaboration with Mötesplats Steneby. 
Focus areas are development of a sustainable business 
model, innovative ways of dealing with ground pollutions, 
establishing a master plan for architecture and building 
and set a strategy for protection and development of 
the heritage values that today lacks formal protection. 
The ambition is to develop new ways of making the place 
more accessible for visitors, display the historical values 
and social narratives of a past and future mill town.

A full report on the process can be found at 
www.dennyabruksorten.se 

Above: Verdis opera “Rigoletto” per-
formed at the paper mill  
 
Middle: Not Quite café, listed in 
White Guide  
 
Below: Interior of an abandoned part 
of the paper mill, today not acces-
suble for visitors. 
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Research questions & 
project goals  

The research questions are:
RQ 1 - How can a process for mutual collaboration between art, 
design and science be designed to remediate polluted heritage 
space, and serve as a generator for new kinds of rural public 
space?

RQ 2 - What are the technological, artistic and heritage-related 
results and values of the combined phytoremediation and work 
of art, and how can new remediation technologies enhance 
accessibility to common heritage?

The goals of the project are:
To achieve a fruitful collaboration between artist, designers and 
scientists that result in a;
verified remediation potential of utilizing plants, and;
work(s) of art that adds heritage and place-oriented values and 
experiences to the public space at Fengersfors.  

Addressing societal goals
The national heritage goals are addressed in several ways. The 
focus on rural industrial heritage sites supports the goal of a 
diversity of sites, as well as the landscape management goal 
by the rural focus. The goal of participation is supported by 
involving both locals and visitors in experiencing the results of 
the process, including learning about the pollution dimension 
of industrial cultural heritage. It also supports the goal of a 
sustainable society where cultural heritage sites are preserved, 
used and developed as resources for new types of operations, 
for example as public spaces and places for art.

Concerning the ‘Politik för gestaltad livsmiljö’ the project will 
address point 4 by developing a combined artistic and scientific 
approach for care and remediation of the public space of  an 
industrial cultural heritage site that will lead to its continued 
development, with new aesthetic and spatial values. This will 
be achieved based on a unique cross-sectoral collaboration 
between the arts, design and science. 

Although not in an urban context the project supports the 
New Urban Agenda with an emphasis on; point 37 - the 
promoting of multifunctional green public spaces; point 38 - the 
promoting of cultural and cultural heritage sites; point 50 - the 
encouragement of urban-rural interactions; point 53 - by letting 
the plant and art based space development become a driver of 
social and economic development, and in doing this addressing 
point 71 - strengthening the sustainable management of 
resources and minimization of pollution. 

The project also addresses the Global Sustainable Development 
Goals, in particular 11.4, with efforts to highlight common 
heritage and make it relevant and accessible for public. I 
also addresses goal 15, with a process that rehabilitates lost 
biodiversity through the remediation process and contributes to 
a rich, green environment for humans and other species. 
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Mötesplats Steneby  
 
Åmåls kommun 
 
Västra Götalandsregionens regionutvecklingsnämnd

Fyrbodals kommunalförbund 

Architecture and Civil Engineering, Chalmers  
 
CLIC  
 
Kultur i väst  
 
Innovatum Trollhättan  
 
Trans Europes Halles 
 
The non existent center, Ställbergs gruva

Den kollektiva hjärnan 

Stödstrukturer för den självorganiserade samtidskonsten 

Witte Sundell  

Vandra i Ronjaland
 

www.notquite.se 

www.ri.se

www.warminthewinter.se

www.urbanfutures.se

www.dennyabruksorten.se 

www.bitforbit.notquite.se

COLLABORATORS AND NETWORKS 

LINKS AND RESOURCES 

Interior of an abandoned part of 
Fengersfors paper mill

Below: Ceramic objects, Cordula 
Bielenstein-Morich 
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Diploma Design Degree Project
MA THESIS SUSTAINABLE URBAN PLANNING AND DESIGN
Team: Aikaterini Synapalou, Panagiota Tsigkaropoulou

GASVERKET 
between past and future tenses

 . Reinventing Gasverket as 
a micro-industrial productive landscape .

. Stockholm, Sweden .

  Stockholm is a post-industrial city. Industrial spaces 
are substituted by housing and cultural uses. Manual jobs are 
lost, the areas are upgraded, housing prices may increase and 
lower incomes move out. Gasverket, in Hjorthagen, is not an 
exception. Since 2011, housing development has started in the 
inactive industrial space. The municipality’s plans are to make 
an international cultural hub in the gasworks, polishing the past 
by idealizing the industrial scenery. Our project is an alternative 
idea about the area.
Our vision focuses on the “repair, reinvent and reuse” princi-
ples of circular economy, creating an area where small scale 
industries and housing are mixed. Our proposal is not a fast 
development but one that lets the past get healed. The past 
is not forgotten or substituted and becomes a useful resource 
for the future. Before, Gasverket was dominating the area both 
physically with its architecture, volume and operation, polluting 
the area but also providing employment.  In our vision Gasver-
ket will be again a landmark, an innovative sustainable model 
showing a different way of life, increasing the employment  of 
people of different expertise, income and backgrounds, and  
having a positive impact on the environment. Our vision will be 
implemented in different phases where the area is going to fill 
with new activities step by step based on the natural remedi-
ation of the polluted soil. 
Our key principles are: cleaning the pollution through phytore-
mediation, promoting diverse employment, supporting smaller 
scale industries, affordable housing, adaptive re-use of the 
industrial past, and interweaving the industrial, residential and 
social space together.

Industrial past

Post-industrial present

Micro-industrial future

1/10
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  In the past Gasverket was 
outside Stockholm’s borders but 
gradually the city expanded and 
Gasverket is situated now inside 
the municipality’s borders. Hjor-
thagen was full of small and large 
scale industries providing employ-
ment to manual workers who were 
living on the housing on top of 
the hill. 

  Resources came by train and 
by boats. The boats carrying coal 
reached the dock and then the 
coal through a process became 
gas that was sent to the city. The 
process of gas followed an ar-
row from east to west. Moreover, 
pollution entered the water bodies 
through the groundwater.

Gasverket - Stockholm Functions Exchange of elements Zones into mosaic
Pa

st
Pr
es
en
t

Fu
tu
re

  Both in the past and the present 
the area was separated in distinct 
zones of housing and (post-)
industrial space. Nowadays, the 
housing takes over the space 
dominating the area.  Even though 
the production in the gasworks has 
stopped, pollution still enters the 
water bodies.

  In our vision the arrow of pro-
duction is flipped and is a guide-
line for the future development. In 
the future development we want 
to break the borders of the dis-
tinct zones and create a mosaic 
of housing, industries, the natural 
elements of water and vegetation, 
and social spaces.

  Concerning the contamination, 
polluted soil and water will be 
treated in a natural way by us-
ing phytoremediation. Contaminat-
ed soil will be treated both on 
land and on the water surface. 
The soil can be placed on boats/ 
barges floating on the water as a 
reminder of the coal that used to 
be transferred through it.

  A water purification system 
will be designed in the gasworks 
space so the polluted water will be 
cleaned through Gasverket. Water 
from Husarviken will be pumped 
and cleaned in the system.The 
barges and the water purification 
system create an exchange of el-
ements between land and water.

2/10
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Start of production
Gas from coal

Expansion Modernization
Gas from oil

1861 1886 1890 1899 1903 1910 1920 1933 1950

Contaminants’ phytoremediation timeline

Sources: Stockholms stad, Golder Associates AB, Kemakta Konsult AB, SLU

Contaminants’ maps

Contamination of groundwater

2017 Present analysis
Weak ecological connection Ground typology

3/10
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Modernization
Gas from oil

Ropsten station Oil crisis & decline End of production Housing development

1950 1965 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010 2011 2013

Timeline sources: http://digitalastadsmuseet.stockholm.se/fotoweb/, http://www.filmarkivet.se/movies/en-gasfilm/, https://kartor.eniro.se/m/IRs3d

Phytoremediation techniques

Phytohydraulics

(hydraulic barrier)
Plants prevent the
migration of pollutants 
by creating an upward 
groundwater flow.

Phytoextraction
Plant extracts and 
stores contaminants
into harvested tissue 
for removal.

Rhizofiltration 
(constructed wetland)
Roots and soil filter 
water.

Phytodegradation
Plant destroys 
contaminants.

Phytoremediation plant catalogue suitable for Swedish climate

4/10
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2017 contamination level >MKM

Handling of contaminated soil

Phase I
       natural

Soil remediation timeline

Phytoremediation landscape typology
Evolution of a plot

1. Birch tree-elongate 2. Reed-hide 3. Sunflower-color 4. Low diverse vegetation-color, scent & view 5. Willow tree-shelter

Barges with phytoremediation of contaminated soil
soil capacity: 135m3 soil capacity: 180m3 water purification barge

5/10
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20X0contamination level =MKM

Handling of contaminated soil

Phase II
       natural
       industrial

Evolution of a plot

Barges with less contaminated soil

Sustainable fashion network (micro-industry example)

Mixing of natural and recycled fibres

Water purification

6/10
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20X0contamination level KM

Phase III
       natural
       industrial
       residential

Handling of contaminated soil

Evolution of a plotExpansion of social spaces

1. Stormwater & observation tower
   social space on the hill

2. Canoe kayak point, playground, swimming pool
   event spaces on barges

Barges with non-contaminated soil

7/10
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Masterplan Diagrams

Mass & void before.

Functions’ mosaic.                                     

Industry

Housing

Other

Shoreline and island formation.

8/10
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Total amount of housing: 174,585 m2

New housing: 148,105 m2

Gasholder 2: 25,000 m2

Gasholder 5: 1,480 m2

New inhabitants: 4,155 people
New working spaces: 40,527 m2

9/10
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